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1. INTRODUCTION

Stratocumulus clouds have a pronounced role
in regulating the global shortwave radiation budget,
because of their large coverage (25% of the globe;
Hartman et al. 1992) and high albedo. The delicate
balance between turbulent intensity, entrainment,
and fluxes dictates cloud geometry and persis-
tence, which can in turn significantly impact the
radiation budget.  At night, longwave flux diver-
gence at the top of the cloud drives negatively
buoyant eddies that tend to keep the boundary
layer well mixed.  During the day, solar absorption
by the cloud is often accompanied by a reduction in
turbulent intensity and a decoupling of the PBL into
cloud- and sub-cloud circulations.  Marine stratocu-
mulus have been the subjects of field campaigns
(e.g. Albrecht et al. 1988; 1995), numerical simula-
tions (e.g. Moeng et al. 1986), and theoretical mod-
eling (e.g. Lilly 1968; Stevens 2002), but relatively
few studies have explored the turbulent properties
of their continental cousins.

Millimeter-wavelength cloud radars (MMCRs)
have been used to study the turbulent structure of
boundary layer stratocumulus (e.g. Frisch et al.
1995; Kollias and Albrecht 2000).  Inferring vertical
velocity from the Doppler moment generally
assumes that the scatterers have negligible fall
speed; in other words, no precipitation is present.
Thus, analysis is confined to nondrizzling or lightly
drizzling cloud systems for which precipitation con-
tamination is negligible.  Under such assumptions
the Doppler velocity field becomes a proxy for verti-
cal velocity.  Relative to in-situ measurements, ver-
tical velocity from radar has the advantage of
simultaneously sampling an entire column, poten-
tially capturing the vertical coherence of the bound-
ary layer eddy structures.

Using vertically pointing dual-wavelength (35
and 94 GHz) Doppler Millimeter-wave Cloud Radar

(MMCR) and in-situ aircraft measurements, Sas-
sen et al. (1999) showed high- and low-frequency
variability (of scales 100 m and 10 km) of in-cloud
vertical velocities, which they interpret to be energy
from turbulent eddies and mesoscale variability,
respectively.  One study of Pennsylvania stratocu-
mulus documented multiple scales, a turbulent
eddy scale and a larger, topographically generated
scale associated with the Allegheny Plateau (Babb
and Verlinde 1999).  Profiles of vertical velocity
variance differ based on mean segment reflectivity,
though the authors do not speculate on any physi-
cal mechanism responsible for this behavior.  Kol-
lias and Albrecht (2000) conducted an in-depth
analysis of eight hours of MMCR data for a differ-
ent continental stratocumulus cloud system over
Pennsylvania.  Vertical velocity as inferred from the
MMCR Doppler velocity moment enabled the cal-
culation of profiles of variance, skewness, cloud
coverage, and mass flux.

Prior research has mainly consisted of specific
case studies of cloud systems using radar scan
strategies optimized for this particular cloud type.
The MMCR operating at the SGP ACRF (Southern
Great Plains Atmospheric Radiation Measurement
Program Climate Research Facility) is broadly con-
figured to be able to detect many different cloud
types over a broad range of reflectivities and alti-
tudes, so it is not specifically optimized for PBL
clouds.  Being in more-or-less continuous opera-
tion since the end of 1996, it does, however, have
the advantage of long data coverage, which sug-
gests that statistically representative measures of
turbulence structure should be attainable.

This abstract summarizes the first few steps
toward this goal, by classifying nonprecipitating
boundary layer stratocumulus from 7 months of
cold season MMCR data.  Turbulence statistics
from two specific cases are presented.

2. METHODOLOGY

The primary data source is the 35 GHz (Ka
band) MMCR at the SGP ACRF.  The radar cycles
through four operating modes, each with different
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sensitivity, height coverage, and vertical resolution
characteristics.  The radar uses the pulse-pair
method to estimate the moments of the Doppler
spectrum.  In each mode, data are collected over a
9 second sampling window  and are then aver-
aged.  Sensitivity in some modes is boosted by
coherent integration, in which the raw radar return
pulses are averaged prior to signal processing.
Binary phase coding, which allows for increased
sensitivity at a given range resolution, is employed
for some of the modes.  The velocity resolution of

the radar is 0.1 m s-1 and is an important parame-
ter since vertical velocities in stratocumulus are

typically within ±2 m s-1.  Details about the radar
and its operational modes can be found in Moran
et al. (1998) and Clothiaux et al. (1999).

We make use of the ARSCL VAP (Active
Remote Sensing of Cloud Layers Value Added
Product; Clothiaux et al. 2000, Clothiaux et al.
2001) to merge data from the four modes and iden-
tify cloud base and cloud top.  Cloud base is esti-
mated using data from the Belfort laser ceilometer
and the micropulse lidar, and cloud top is deter-
mined from the radar data.  Processing the dataset
consists of classifying nonprecipitating PBL seg-
ments and performing consistency checks on cloud
boundary measurements.  We classify nonprecipi-
tating PBL clouds as having:

• cloud top below 1500 m
• column maximum reflectivity of -20 dBZ

The -20 dBZ threshold conservatively identifies
nondrizzling cases.  However, ice phase precipita-
tion is sometimes present at reflectivities lower
than this threshold, generally when at least some
part of the cloud is colder than -5 °C, the warm side
of the range for the nucleation of ice phase parti-
cles.  Some cloudy segments that obviously belong
in the classification are excluded because of occa-
sional radar hardware malfunctions or problems
with incorrectly identified cloud boundaries (partic-
ularly cloud base).  Any velocity in an echo whose
reflectivity is <-35 dBZ is excluded from the analy-
sis.  While the -35 dBZ threshold is arbitrary and
well within the theoretical sensitivity of the radar,
Doppler velocity estimates at these low reflectivity
values, particularly near cloud boundaries, are
often unphysical.  Enough energy may be back-
scattered to produce sensible reflectivities, though
the velocity spectra may be seriously biased.  In
the future, imposing a threshold in signal-to-noise
ratio, rather than reflectivity, may screen out these
unrepresentative moments in a more physically
meaningful way.

Once the initial data processing is complete,
the vertical coordinate is transformed to a nondi-
mensional, cloud-normalized height defined in Kol-
lias and Albrecht (2000) as,

,
where zb and zt correspond to cloud base and
cloud top, respectively.  In the η coordinate, 0 cor-
responds to cloud base and 1 to cloud top.  The
data can then be analyzed on a segment-by-seg-
ment basis or by compositing into hour-by-hour
bins in order to evaluate the diurnal cycle.  In order
to remove mean bias or any mesoscale variability
in the velocity field, at each vertical level we sub-
tracted from the Doppler velocity the 1 h segment
mean value.

The effective data sampling frequency for
boundary layer clouds lies somewhere between
the sampling frequency (9 s)  and the time it takes
the radar to cycle through the four operational
modes (~40 s).  This range is generally thought to
be too long to capture coherent boundary layer
eddy structures, but radar scans may be thought of
as tending toward independent samples, which
should provide sensible statistics.  In spite of con-
ventional wisdom, a time series below shows more
coherent behavior than might be expected from
such a sampling strategy.  One must also be aware
that scans in each operational mode (~9 s) contain
some form of averaging, either of the profiles them-
selves or coherent integration to enhance the radar
sensitivity.  Because of these sampling and pro-
cessing details, some smoothing of the moments
takes place.

3. 29 MARCH 2001 CLOUD SYSTEM

The stratocumulus cloud system occurring on
29 March 2001 occurred after the passage of a
cold front at approximately 0000 UTC.  The 0000-
0400 UTC time period was associated with weak
cold advection (surface temperature falling from
7.5 to 6 °C in four hours) and increasing pressure
at the surface.  Large scale subsidence most likely
accompanies the increasing surface pressure  and
to some extent mimics the conditions over the sub-
tropical marine stratocumulus regions.  The vertical
structure of the boundary layer (sounding not
shown) indicates the typical thermodynamic struc-
ture of stratocumulus — a well-mixed subcloud
layer and a saturated, moist adiabatic cloud region
topped by an inversion.  Only in the upper part of
the cloud does the temperature fall below 0 °C, but
the lowest temperature of ~-1.5 °C is likely not low
enough for ice particle nucleation.  Therefore, it is
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reasonable to assume that the cloud system is
composed completely of liquid water.  Many of the
stratocumulus systems in our cold season dataset
have cloud tops as cold as -10 °C and hint of the
strong possibility of ice or mixed-phase condi-
tions.  Winds backing with height are also indica-
tive of cold advection and imply postfrontal
conditions.  Four hours of reflectivity and Doppler
velocity data from 29 March 2001 are shown in Fig-

ure 1.  Cloud top and base are remarkably stable
over the period.  Radar echo below cloud base
hints at the presence of precipitation, particularly
from 0000-0100 UTC where the vertical velocities
in the lower part of the cloud and over the subcloud
layer are predominantly negative.  Reflectivity val-
ues are below -20 dBZ, precluding the possibility of
significant liquid drizzle drops.

The velocity time series in Figure 2 demon-
strate remarkable coherence in vertical structure
and time.  While some of the peaks are likely
smoothed by the 9 s sampling interval, the figure
captures reasonably well the overall variability
associated with turbulent boundary layer eddies.
The updraft and downdraft maxima are weaker
than in the continental case analyzed by Kollias
and Albrecht (2000).  We speculate that the

enhanced downwelling IR from the thick cirrus
deck (relative to what would be present in clear sky
conditions) visible at 7-9 km AGL in the full-depth
radar imagery reduces the net longwave flux and
flux divergence at cloud top.  This reduction in
cloud top radiative forcing would result in weaker
eddy structures.  Postfrontal stratocumulus over
the ACRF are frequently accompanied by upper
level cirrus.

Figure 1.  MMCR imagery from 0000-0600 UTC 29 March 2001. (a) Unprocessed reflectivity, plotted as a 
function of time and geometric height. (b) Unprocessed Doppler velocity in the geometric height 
coordinate. (c) Processed Doppler velocity in the transformed coordinate.  A nondimensional height of 0 
corresponds to the ARSCL identified cloud base; 1 corresponds to cloud top.  The processing procedure is 
described in detail in Section 2.
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Mean profiles of vertical velocity variance and
skewness in 3a and b, taken after sunset, show a
well-mixed cloud layer but decreasing variance in
the lower part of the cloud, possibly indicative of
decoupled cloud and subcloud layer circulations.
The magnitude of the variance is smaller than for
previous continental cases (Babb and Verlinde
1999; Kollias and Albrecht 2000), which is simply a
result of the smaller vertical velocities mentioned
above. Skewness over the cloud layer is slightly
negative, implying the predominance of strong,
narrow downdrafts associated with cloud-top cool-
ing.  The skewness profile is consistent with the
absence of shortwave forcing in this case.

The weakly negative skewness is also appar-
ent in the updraft and downdraft fraction profiles in
Figure 4, both of which are nearly 0.5 for all
updrafts and downdrafts.  The area covered by
downdrafts is slightly smaller than that covered by
updrafts, which is consistent with the weak nega-
tive skewness profile in Figure 3b.  The total down-
draft fraction is greatest near cloud top, while the
updraft cloud fraction is greatest near cloud base.
This result is consistent with the forcings at cloud

Figure 2.  Time series of vertical velocity at three 
levels in the cloud (η = 0.25, 0.50, 0.75) from 0200-
0300 UTC on 29 March 2001.

Figure 3.  Vertical velocity statistics from 0200-
0300 UTC 29 March 2001. (a) Variance. (b) 
Skewness

(a) (b)

Figure 4.  Vertical profiles of the fractional area of 
(a) updrafts and (b) downdrafts from 0200-0300 
UTC.  Solid lines are the fractional areas for all 
updrafts and downdrafts, and the dashed profiles 
are obtained from conditional sampling using 
velocity thresholds of ±0.3, ±0.6, and ±0.9 m s-1.

(a)

(b)



top and base, respectively.  Downdrafts forced
from cloud top cooling will be strongest near cloud
top and will weaken from lateral entrainment as
they move downward.  Likewise updrafts forced
from surface fluxes will be strongest at low levels
and under entrainment will weaken with height.
The ±0.6, and ±0.9 m s-1 conditional sample
curves in Figure 4 demonstrate that strong down-
drafts tend to be more common than strong
updrafts.  This result is also consistent with the
weak negative skewness, which implies the slight
predominance for narrower, stronger downdrafts
and wider, weaker updrafts.

4. 3 MARCH 1997 CLOUD SYSTEM

The cloud system visible in the MMCR segment
shown in Figure 5 was also associated with the
passage of a cold front.  The frontal passage
occurred near 0800 UTC, as inferred from a sur-
face meteogram, and was followed by decreasing
temperature and increasing pressure.  Thermody-
namic conditions transition from a stably stratified

cloud layer associated with the prior frontal precipi-
tation into the stratocumulus boundary layer
regime — a well-mixed subcloud layer, a moist adi-
abatic cloud layer, and an inversion.  Unlike the 29
March case, which we argue is completely liquid
water, in this case the cloud top reaches nearly
-8 °C and likely contains ice phase particles.

Variance and skewness in Figure 6a and b cal-
culated over two hourly periods 3 December 1997
indicate a complex behavior in turbulence.  Vertical
velocity variance from 1400-1500 UTC extends
down into the subcloud layer, implying robust mix-
ing in the vertical and eddies that span the entire
depth of the boundary layer.  By 2100-2200 UTC,
the turbulent intensity is much weaker, characteris-
tic of the suppression of turbulence several hours
after peak insolation.  Skewness is generally posi-
tive from 1400-1500 UTC, implying intense, narrow
updrafts and a surface-based forcing.  The noisy
skewness profile at the later time may result from
the weak vertical velocities and suppressed turbu-
lence associated with mid-afternoon conditions.

5. DIURNAL VARIABILITY

Profile shapes and mean turbulent intensity
vary significantly over the diurnal cycle and from
case-to-case.  In the cases analyzed so far, turbu-

lent intensity, represented by the vertical velocity
variance, generally tends to be less than that
observed in previous studies, both over marine and
continental locations.  This may be somewhat due
to the 9 s averaging interval, or it may arise from

Figure 5.  MMCR imagery from 1200-1800 UTC 3 December 1997. (a) Unprocessed reflectivity, plotted as 
a function of time and geometric height. (b) Processed Doppler velocity in the transformed coordinate η.
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other effects, such as enhanced downwelling long-
wave flux from elevated cloud decks that frequently
accompany postfrontal stratocumulus.

As a first attempt at identifying the presence of
diurnal variability in turbulent intensity, we compos-
ited the dataset into 24 bins (for 0000-0100 UTC,
0100-0200 UTC, etc.) and calculated statistics for
each bin.  The data stratified in this preliminary
manner show very little diurnal variability in cloud-
mean velocity variance, as is evident in Figure 7.
Prior results from marine stratocumulus case stud-
ies show a diurnal cycle of in-cloud turbulence
strongly tied to shortwave absorption (e.g. Frisch et

al. 1995).  Figure 6 exhibits this behavior of differ-
ent levels of cloud layer turbulence under weak
and strong insolation (i.e. just after sunrise and
mid-afternoon).  However, because of the wide
case-to-case variability in turbulence, it appears
that this diurnal signal tends to be masked when
averaged over all cases.

6. SUMMARY

We analyze two cases from a subset of 7
months of cold season MMCR data to demonstrate
that meaningful turbulence statistics can be
extracted using a 35 GHz radar and a scan strat-
egy not optimized for sampling boundary layer tur-
bulence.  Time series show that, at least for some
cases, 9 s samples are capable of capturing coher-
ent eddy structures, both in time and in the vertical.
Even when the advective speed is too great to
sample coherent signals, each radar scan trends
toward being an independent sample (i.e. becomes
less autocorrelated); thus, meaningful statistics
can still be calculated.  The 9 s sampling interval
for the ARM MMCR smooths the velocity data
somewhat, so peak magnitudes may not be accu-
rately represented.

Statistics of vertical velocity vary greatly from
case to case.  Variance tends to be a maximum
over the lower part of the cloud or right at cloud
base.  The position of the maximum implies either
a cloud layer that is decoupled from the subcloud
layer or well-mixed conditions throughout the depth
of the boundary layer.  Skewness can be both pos-
itive or negative, which implies energetic forcing
from the surface or from cloud top, respectively.

Turbulent intensity varies considerably from
case-to-case and over the course of a day.  We
show an example of the well known behavior
where solar absorption suppresses cloud layer tur-
bulence.  Although diurnal variations are visible in
individual cases, compositing all 7 months of data
into an ensemble of 24 hourly bins does not show a
strong diurnal signal in turbulent intensity.  We
believe that the case-to-case variability masks the
more subtle diurnal signal.  It is possible that nor-
malizing the turbulence statistics for each case
might enable a meaningful comparison of case-by-
case statistics.
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Figure 6.  Variance and skewness of vertical 
velocity from 1400-1500 and 2100-2200 UTC 3 
December 1997.

Figure 7.  Diurnal cycle of cloud layer-averaged 
vertical velocity variance, calculated from all seven 
months of cold season data.
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